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Key Milestone: 1967
• Pirates forced off 
the air due to 
Govt. legislation
• Radios 1(and 
2,3,4) begin 
• No local 
commercial radio: 
BBC Local Radio 
instead
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The Politics of Radio
• 1970 Conservative manifesto:
“We believe that people are as entitled 
to an alternative radio service as to an 
alternative television service. We will 
permit local private enterprise radio 
under the general supervision of an 
independent broadcasting authority…”
? “
Selection of national and regional press, circa. 1969
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Independent (Commercial) Radio 
gets going in 1973
• First five 
stations
• LBC / IRN
• Capital
• Radio Clyde
• BRMB
• Piccadilly
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Not just music…
• Radio – arrives after 
ITV
• ILR Network 
regulated by IBA
• IBA and regulation = 
‘Meaningful Speech’
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ILR innovates with News
• Independent Radio News – the 
first and only alternative source 
of news broadcasting to the 
BBC
• “In 1975, Ed Boyle commented on 
the first broadcast from the House of 
Commons; Jon Snow was the first 
radio reporter to use a radio car 
phone” (Crook, 1998: p.3).
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Independent Local Radio (ILR)
• 1970s and 1980s - heavily 
regulated and strict controls
• Independent NOT commercial
• PSB model with adverts
• ‘Local’ at the heart of programmes
• One station per town /city
• Stop-start approach to development
The 2CR Sound – 15 September 
1980
Southern Daily Echo, 7 August 1980
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The 2CR Sound
• Production
• jingles
• Programmes
• Speech, drama & 
the Programme 
Sharing Scheme
• Presenters
2CR Programme Schedule had to be cleared with IBA
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Marketing
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ILR Talent – where are they now?
• 2CR
• Fran Godfrey – BBC 
Radio 2
• Adrian Britton –ITN
• Sean Street – UK’s first 
Professor of Radio
• ILR Network
• Chris Tarrant
• Jon Snow
• Brian Hayes
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Changing Times
Daily Mail, 7 October 1987
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Commercial radio map now in 
Dorset
• Local: 2CR, Fire, Wessex, Vale, Gold
• Regional: Wave 105, The Coast 106
• National: TalkSport, Absolute, Classic
• Community: Forest, Hope, The Bay 
